Palestinian Islamic Movements, it was mainly shaped by the Iranian revolution which picked up the baton. In its own manner this event breathed life into the anti-imperialist discourse on the Middle East, changing some of the ideological terminology. The Iranian revolution inspired a double passage and a double evolution: that of the young Islamists who were close to the Muslim Brotherhood, who would after this consistently oppose the until then dominant quietist approach of the Brothers; that also of some of the nationalist of even leftist Palestinian cadres who would move toward political Islam. In the evolution of a generation, several figure-types would emerge, expressing the development of the members of Islamic Jihad: the Intellectual, the Militant, the Prisoner and the Partisan.
6 They can help us draw an "ideal-type" of Islamist activist; in addition, they are still relevant, and they could now easily be applied to the figure of the "partisans" of H} izb Alla< h and H} ama< s.
Political violence seems to be a cardinal point of this "ideal-type": yet, this is not totally a new element, since armed struggle is constitutive of Palestinian nationalism by the late 1960s. Again, nationalist political Islam symbolized by PIJ is deeply rooted in a long historical wave opened by the decolonization processes of the fifties and the sixties: this type of political Islam doest not appear as a total break in the political discourse, previously incarnated by leftist ideologies or Arab nationalism, but as a singular theoretical and practical recombination effected inside third-worldist schemes. The figure of the PIJ activist can therefore enable us to understand how this political Islam emerged in a transnational way at the crossroads of the late 70s and the early 80s, in Palestine and in south Lebanonwith the birth of the Lebanese "Islamic resistance" -and how this transnational Islamism is a hybrid and mixed object: like the Lebanese H} izb Alla< h , the PIJ tried to write its own history on a confluence of nationalistic aspirations -the "national liberation" -and of an Islamic "transnational romance" 7 bound with the "anti-imperialist" tone of the Iranian revolution.
Goodbye to the Brothers: Birth of the Militant as Intellectual
The core of what would eventually become the Islamic Jihad Movement was formed in the 1970s. Before becoming a fully pledged political movement, the Jihad first emerged in the minds of young Palestinians who had gone to study in Egypt. Their reflection revolved around issues of political engagement and Islam, and how to conciliate these two elements.
They did not feel, or no longer felt, represented by the Palestinian Islamist movement, itself represented for the most part by the Muslim Brotherhood, whose primary concern was the re-Islamization of Palestinian society; nationalist and leftist organizations did not appeal to them either. The vast majority of these students were originally from the Gaza Strip, amongst them Fath} i< al-Shiqa< qi< , a medical student at the University of al-Zaqa< zi< q, who was to become secretary-general of the PIJM until his assassination in 1995, and ʻAbd al-ʻAzi< z ʻUda.
Originating from the village of Zarnu< qa near Jaffa, Fath} i< al-Shiqa< qi< was born in 1951, to a poor family of refugees from the Rafah} refugee camp in the southern portion of the Gaza Strip. During his teenage years, he joined the branch of the Muslim Brotherhood led by Ah} mad Ya< si< n before leaving for al-Zaq< azi< q, in the Egyptian Delta, in 1974, on a scholarship to study medicine. For his part, Shaykh ʻAbd al-ʻAzi< z ʻUda, who never belonged to the Brotherhood, and also originally from the Gaza Strip and the Jaba< liyya refugee camp, studied the Arabic language and religious sciences at Da< r al-ʻUlu< m in Cairo. (February 1979) , I recall that we had asked Fath} i< to explain the basis of Khomeini's movement to us, and its aims, because we didn't really know what was going on. At first he thought that he would just write a paper, about ten pages, for us to read. But the idea expanded until he decided to write a short book and get it published and distributed. I remember that he went to Cairo and bought reference works about Shi< 'ism and Khomeini's movement at bookstores. He wrote the book, sent it to Tehran, and it went on sale in the middle of February 1979". 19 The book was dedicated to "the greatest men of the century, the martyred ima< m H} asan al-Banna< and the revolutionary ima< m, the Ayatollah al-Khomeyni".
From this point on, the Muslim Brotherhood took exceptional steps against the book and decided to suspend al-Shiqa< qi'< s activities in the organization. To speak as they did of revolutionary Islamism with an "anti-colonial" aspect implied that these young militants, many of whom had recently separated from the Muslim Brotherhood, were ready to take part in armed struggle against Israel. The young critic and intellectual to go to war, and also people from the Islamist tendency inside Fatah} ". 36 The agreement between the Fath} i< al-Shiqa< qi< 's group and the group of Muni< r Shafi< q was thus apparently based on a shared observation that it was necessary to have an armed force, and that was supposed to give rise to a political structure. Like al-Shiqa< qi,< Muni< r Shafi< q thought that the struggle against the Israeli occupier was the top priority for the Islamist movement, and not the Islamization of society, which by then remained the goal of the Muslim Brothers. The armed operations of SAJA were directed from Amman, Jordan, by Sult} a< n al- Tami< Interview with 'It} a< < f 'Alya< n, published on the informational website, Watanvoice, http://www.alwatanvoice.com/arabic/content/print/65.html announcement of its founding, which Jihad sources say took place on October 9. 39 The organization was not yet an actual political party, but it was no longer a mere tendency.
October 1987 saw the group take a step towards independence; it was still a movement in between stages, between a network based on an ideological affinity (and on the acceptance of armed struggle) and a publicly organized political party.
Islamic Jihad, in its history and its imagery, gives an account of an Intifa< d} a that had been Eugénie Rébillard is teacher of Arabic (Professeure agrégée).
